ABSTRACT. Most of the plants from the Grebenka flora (latest Albian-early Cenomanian, North-eastern Russia) were deciduous. Deciduous taxa are found within the caytonealeans, ginkgoaleans, czekanowskialeans, some conifers, angiosperms, and even some cycadophytes shed their leaves synchronously. Ferns probably died back to rhizome systems during the winters. However, there is no evidence that such plants as Araucarites anadyrensis, Pagiophyllum triangulare, Sequoia ex gr. reichenbachii, Cupressinocladus cretaceus were capable of leaf or shoot shedding. These conifers also possess some xeromorphic features, which are not consistent with the humid climate reconstructed for the flora. Because there is little reason to assume that there were cold winters and/or a pronounced relatively dry season in Arctic during the Middle Cretaceous, the deciduousness of the Grebenka plants (palaeolatitude 72–74°N) most probably reflects their adaptation to the continuous winter darkness for five or six weeks. However the frost-free Arctic climate, combined with high-latitude light regime and evergreenness, could have led to a respiratory drain of the energy resources of evergreen plants during the winter. The xeromorphic characters of evergreen Grebenka plants can be attributed to their adaptation to reduce their demand for water and metabolic load during the winter. In this case the cost of foliar respiration during dark and warm winters probably must have been less than the alternative cost of canopy replacement in spring. Therefore, two different strategies of overwintering were favourable for mid-Cretaceous Arctic plants: shedding foliage and evergreenness.
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as mixed coniferous and broad-leaved deciduous (or predominantly deciduous) forest. However, the existence of this floral type in high latitudes of Arctic (approximately 70–75°N; Smith et al. 1981) could not be explained based on modern climate and vegetation distributions, because nowadays the analogous forests occur no farther northwards than 55°N in Asia and North America. In Northern Scandinavia boreal forests occur up to 70°N but these forests possess much lower plant diversity than that of the Grebenka flora. Any climatic analogy is misplaced because modern high latitudes experience considerably colder winters than in the Cretaceous.

In the Middle Cretaceous the high-latitude areas of Asia and Alaska belonged to a temperate humid phytoclimatic zone (Spicer & Parrish 1986; Spicer & Corfield 1992, Vakhrameev 1991). Moreover the high temporal resolution and floristic diversity of the Grebenka flora site provides an extremely reliable quantitative climatic signal of conditions near the mid Cretaceous North Pole. Using leaf physiognomic multivariate analysis (CLAMP) on the whole composite flora (Wolfe 1993, Spicer & Herman 1998), we determine that the mean annual temperature experienced by the Grebenka vegetation was 13.0°C with a cold month mean temperature of 5.5°C. However analyses of individual florules yield slightly different results and help constrain the uncertainties inherent in such an approach. At high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere there is some evidence of seasonally frozen ground indicating cold winter temperatures in mid-Cretaceous (Aptian) (Constantine et al. 1999). However there is little reason to assume cold winters with substantial (weeks or months) periods of subfreezing conditions existed in North-eastern Asia and Alaska this time (Brouwers et al. 1987, Spicer & Corfield 1992, Herman & Spicer 1996, 1997, Spicer & Herman 1998).

High humidity in the arctic areas of Asia and Alaska in mid Cretaceous times is confirmed by widespread Cretaceous coals (Spicer et al. 1992; Chumakov et al. 1995) and by lack of xeromorphic features in most of fossil plants from these areas. According to our CLAMP estimates (Spicer & Herman 1998), the mean annual precipitation experienced by the Grebenka flora was about 1250 mm, and a pronounced dry season was lacking.

Near-polar insolation critically depends on latitude. Providing temperatures are high enough winter photosynthesis at high latitudes can occur, but only during a small portion of each twenty-four-hour period. However in summer, daylight duration at high latitudes exceeds by far that at low latitudes. High latitudes receive annually about half the solar energy of near-equatorial areas, but in summer the amount of photosynthetically useful solar radiation is greater that that at low latitudes due to considerably longer day. High latitude solar energy is however different to that at lower latitudes in that it consists of more diffuse light. Diffuse light is utilized by plants more efficiently than direct light, and is absorbed more effectively. Prevalent diffuse light at high latitudes is caused by the relatively low sun position above the horizon (low angle of light incidence), high vapour content in the atmosphere of polar areas, and frequent cloudiness and mists. Modelling of Cretaceous climate, and the observed geological evidence for polar humidity at that time suggests that cloudiness and mists would have been more frequent than now (Valdes et al. 1999). Therefore, the existence of the Grebenka flora in high latitude of Arctic was unlikely to have been restricted by temperature, moisture or scarcity of daylight during the growing season.

Most of the plants from the Grebenka flora were deciduous, i.e. they were able to drop individual leaves, or shoots with leaves attached, during unfavourable episodes (usually winter). Examples include caytonoaleans, ginkgoaleans, czekanowskiealeans, some conifers (Cephalotaxopsis, Taxites, Elatocladus, some Sequoia, Parataxodium) and angiosperms. At least some cycadophytes were deciduous as well: plants with Nilssonio cladus shoots were capable not only of shedding individual leaves but discarding it’s the “unwanted” leaf load extremely rapidly in the short autumn by abscising short shoots and attached leaves as single units (Spicer & Herman 1996). Shedding complete short shoots is well known in palaeobotanical record among Czekanowskieales, conifers etc. and can not be regarded as an only an adaptation to the polar light regime. However the pronounced deciduousness of the Nilssonio cladus plants from the Grebenka flora probably reflects a strong adaptation to polar light seasonality.

Taphonomic evidence in the form of leaf mats on single bedding planes and the general lack of post mortem degradation has been used to argue for synchronous and rapid leaf shedding by many high latitude Cretaceous taxa, including those of the Grebenka flora (Spicer & Parrish 1986, Shczepetov et al. 1992). Ferns probably died back to rhizome systems during the winters. However, some conifers were apparently evergreen: there is no evidence that such plants as Araucarites anadyrensis, Pagiophyllum triangulare, Sequoia ex gr. reichenbachii, Cupressinocladus cretaceus were capable of leaf and/or shoot shedding. It should be emphasized that these conifers possess xeromorphic features: small scale-like or rigid hook-like leaves. This xeromorphy is not, at first sight, consistent with the moist climate reconstructed for the Grebenka flora (see above).

The absence of a sufficiently long cold winter period implies that the deciduousness of most of the Grebenka plants can be attributed to the prolonged winter darkness. However, the assumption that the Grebenka flora included some evergreen conifers raise doubts on their ability to survive during the winter period. If the obliquity of the Earth was the same as present (there is strong...
evidence in favour of this supposition: Parrish & Spicer 1988, Spicer & Herman 1996), the Grebenka flora plants must have experienced continuous winter darkness of at least five or six weeks bounded by a continuous twilight period of three weeks in the spring and autumn (Anonymous 1978). A warm temperate frost-free climate, combined with near-polar light regime and evergreenness, would inevitably have led to a respiratory drain on the plant’s resources during the winter. Modern high-latitude plants (e.g. in Northern Scandinavia) do not experience the same combination of warm air temperature and darkness during winter periods, low temperature depress their metabolic rates thus obviating respiratory drain.

With winter warmth, however, the cost of foliar respiration during dark winter is not necessarily higher than the alternative cost of canopy replacement in spring (Read & Francis 1992). Moreover, winter temperature about 5.5°C estimated for the Grebenka flora (see above) was probably low enough to reduce considerably metabolic rates (and the cost of foliar dark respiration) in leaves of evergreen plants. Experimental “overwintering” of modern plants under conditions of 10 weeks of darkness and 4°C or 15°C temperature shows that most of the plants investigated were able to tolerate this treatment quite well, and plant tissue death was significantly less in the 4°C dark treatment than in the 15°C dark treatment (Read & Francis 1992).

Therefore, theoretically two different strategies of overwintering could be possible for mid-Cretaceous polar plants: shedding foliage (and reducing respiratory costs during the dark winter) and evergreenness (and economy of plant resources in spring). Both strategies can be observed in plants of the Grebenka flora. Xeromorphic features of evergreen Grebenka plants probably reflect their adaptation to reduce water loss and foliage drought during winter periods.

Read and Francis (1992, p. 287) also emphasized that the advantages of deciduousness depend on resource availability and temperature of the growing season “... since high assimilation rates may be necessary to supply the energy cost of canopy replacement”. It means that a proportion of deciduous plants to evergreen ones in floras that did not experience a significant stress during an adverse period (e.g., winter frost that could kill all foliage) could reflect the “quality” of the growing period. A higher proportion of deciduous plants in the Grebenka flora indicates that they did not experience any scarcity of resources, including light and warmth, in the spring.
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